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SP-RINGS WITH ZERO-DIVISORS
MALIK TUSIF AHMED AND TIBERIU DUMITRESCU
Abstract. We characterize the commutative rings whose ideals (resp. regular
ideals) are products of radical ideals.
1. Introduction
In [10], Vaughan and Yeagy introduced and studied SP-domains, that is, integral
domains whose ideals are products of radical ideals (here “SP” stands for semiprime
ideals another name for radical ideals). A Dedekind domain is clearly SP. An SP-
domain D is almost-Dedekind (i.e. DM is a discrete rank one valuation domain for
each maximal idealM of D) cf. [10, Theorem 2.4]). Examples of SP-domains which
are not Dedekind and of almost Dedekind domains which are not SP-domains are
given in [10]. The study of SP-domains was continued by Olberding in [9] who
gave several characterizations for SP-domains inside the class of almost Dedekind
domains [9, Theorem 2.1]. He also proved that given a Boolean topological space
X , there exists an SP-domain D such that Max(D) is homeomorphic to X [9,
Theorem 3.2].
In this paper we study two generalizations of SP-domain concept in the setup
of (commutative) rings with zero-divisors. In Section 2 we consider the class of
rings whose regular ideals are products of radical ideals (called by us SP-rings). As
usual, a regular ideal is an ideal containing a regular element (i.e. non-zerodivisor).
Denote the set of regular elements of a ring A by Reg(A). A Dedekind ring, i.e.
a ring whose regular ideals are products of prime ideals is clearly an SP-ring. For
technical convenience, in Section 2, we restrict our study to Marot rings (i.e. to
rings whose regular ideals are generated by regular elements, see [5, page 31]).
A localization of an SP-ring with respect to a multiplicative set consisting of
regular elements is an SP-ring (Proposition 2.2), but a localization of an SP-ring at
some prime ideal is not necessarily an SP-ring (Remark 2.3). For the idealization
of a module, the SP-ring property is characterized in Proposition 2.4.
If A is an SP-ring, then it is an N-ring, that is, A(M) is a discrete rank one Manis
valuation ring for each maximal regular ideal M of A (Theorem 2.6). This result
extends [10, Theorem 2.4] recalled above. Here A(M) is the regular localization of
A at M , i.e. the fraction ring AT where T = Reg(A) ∩ (A −M). In particular,
the regular-Noetherian SP-rings are exactly the Dedekind rings (Corollary 2.7).
Theorem 2.12 characterizes SP-rings among N-rings; it is a natural extension of
[9, Theorem 2.1] to SP-rings. If A is a von Neuman regular ring containing Q,
then A[X ] is an SP-ring (Corollary 2.15). An infinite direct product of rings is an
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SP-ring iff all factors are SP-rings and at most finitely many of them are not total
quotient rings (Corollary 2.16).
In Section 3, we extend SP-domains in another way: we consider the class of rings
whose ideals are products of radical ideals (called by us SSP-rings for strongly
SP-rings). A ZPI ring (i.e. a ring whose proper ideals are products of prime
ideals) is clearly an SSP-ring. In Theorem 3.3 we prove that an SSP-ring A is an
almost multiplication ring, i.e. for every prime ideal P , the localization AP is a
discrete rank one valuation domain or special primary ring (= a local ring whose
proper ideals are powers of its maximal ideal). This is another extension of [10,
Theorem 2.4]. Consequently, an SSP-ring which has only finitely many minimal
prime ideals is a finite direct product of special primary rings and SP-domains
(Corollary 3.4). In particular, the Noetherian SSP-rings are exactly the ZPI-rings
(Corollary 3.5). A multiplication module over a von Neuman regular ring has SSP
idealization (Proposition 3.6). Theorem 3.7 characterizes SSP-rings among almost
multiplication rings whose localizations at maximal ideals are discrete valuation
domains. The main results of this paper are Theorems 2.6, 2.12 and 3.3.
All rings considered in this paper are commutative and unitary. For any unde-
fined terminology or for basic facts about rings with zerodivisors see [3], [5] and [7].
We use the common practice of abbreviating “if and only if” by “iff”.
2. SP-rings
All rings in this section areMarot rings, that is, their regular ideals are generated
by regular elements (see [5, page 31]). We extend the concept of SP-domain to rings
with zero-divisors.
Definition 2.1. A ring is called an SP-ring if its regular ideals are products of
radical ideals.
Thus a domain is an SP-ring iff it is an SP-domain. Total quotient rings and
Dedekind rings are clearly SP-rings. Recall that a Dedekind ring is a ring whose
regular ideals are products of prime ideals (see [4, Theorem 17]). It is easy to see
that a direct product of two rings is an SP-ring iff the factors are SP-rings.
For be a prime ideal P of a ring A, denote (as usual) by A(P ) the regular
localization of A at P , i.e. the fraction ring of A with denominators in Reg(A) ∩
(A − P ). The ring embeds naturally in the total quotient ring K = AReg(A) of
A; besides, if A is a Marot ring, then A(P ) coincides with the large quotient ring
A[P ] = {x ∈ K | sx ∈ A for some s ∈ A− P}, see [5, page 28 and Theorem 7.6].
Proposition 2.2. If A is an SP-ring, S ⊆ Reg(A) a multiplicative set and P a
prime ideal of A, then AS (in particular A(P )) is an SP-ring.
Proof. Let H be a regular ideal of AS . Then the regular ideal J := H ∩ A is a
product of radical ideals: J = J1 · · · Jn. So each ideal Hi = JiAS is radical and
H = H1 · · ·Hn. 
Remark 2.3. A localization of an SP-ring at some prime ideal is not necessarily
an SP-ring. Indeed, let A = k[[x, y, z, v]]/(x2, xy, xz, xv), where k is a field. Then
A is a total quotient ring so an SP-ring. But A(x,y,z)A = k[[y, z, v]](y,z) is not an
SP-ring, because it has dimension two and a Noetherian SP-domain is Dedekind,
cf. [10, Theorem 2.4]. Note also that A/xA = k[[y, z, v]], so a factor ring of an
SP-ring is not necessarily an SP-ring.
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Let A be a ring andM an A-module. Recall that the module idealization A(+)M
ofM is the ring with abelian group A⊕M and multiplication given by (a, x)(b, y) =
(ab, ay+ bx) for a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈M (see [2]). Set S = A− (Z(A)∪Z(M)) where
Z(A) (resp. Z(M)) are the set of zerodivisors on A (resp. M). The next result
translates the SP-ring property of A(+)M in terms of A and M .
Proposition 2.4. With notations above, A(+)M is an SP-ring iff every ideal I of
A not disjoint of S is a product of radical ideals and sM =M for each s ∈ S.
Proof. Set B = A(+)M . Following [2], call an ideal J of B homogeneous if it has
the form I ⊕ N where I is an ideal of A, N is a submodule of M and IM ⊆ N .
It can be checked directly (see also the last paragraph of page 12 in [2]) that the
product of two homogeneous ideals is homogeneous.
(⇒) By [2, Theorem 3.2], radical ideals of B are homogeneous, more precisely
they have the form J ⊕M where J is a radical ideal of A. Since B is an SP-ring
and, as noticed above, a product of homogeneous ideals is homogeneous, it follows
that every regular ideal of B is homogeneous, so sM = M for each s ∈ S, cf. [2,
Theorem 3.9]. Let J be an ideal of A with J ∩ S 6= ∅. By [2, Theorem 3.5], J ⊕M
is a regular ideal of B, hence J ⊕M = (J1⊕M) · · · (Jn⊕M) with each Ji a radical
ideal of A. We get J = J1 · · · Jn.
(⇐) Let I be a regular ideal of B. By [2, Theorem 3.9], I = J⊕M for some ideal
J of A with J ∩S 6= ∅. By our assumption, J is a product of radical ideals of A, say
J = J1 · · · Jn. Since sM =M for each s ∈ S, we get J⊕M = (J1⊕M) · · · (Jn⊕M)
with each Ji ⊕M a radical ideal of B, cf. [2, Theorem 3.2]. 
Example 2.5. Let A be a ring and Γ the set of regular ideals of A which cannot
be written as a product of radical ideals. For each I ∈ Γ choose a maximal ideal
NI containing I, then set M = ⊕I∈ΓA/NI . Then A(+)M is an SP-ring. Indeed,
set S = A − (Z(A) ∪ Z(M)) and note that Z(M) = ∪I∈ΓNI . If s ∈ S, then
s(A/NI) = A/NI for every I ∈ Γ, so sM =M . Apply Proposition 2.4.
Recall that a ring A is an N-ring if A(M) is a discrete rank one Manis valuation
ring for each maximal regular ideal M of A (see [4] and [6]). A domain is an N-ring
iff it is almost Dedekind. Our next result extends [10, Theorem 2.4].
Theorem 2.6. If A is an SP-ring, then A is an N-ring.
Proof. We may suppose that A is not a total quotient ring. Let M be a regular
maximal ideal of A. By Proposition 2.2, A(M) is an SP-ring. Changing A by A(M),
we may assume that M is the only regular maximal ideal of A. It suffices to show
that M is the only regular prime ideal of A, for then every regular ideal is a power
of M (as A is an SP-ring), so A is an N-ring by [6, Theorem 1]. Assume, to the
contrary, that A has a regular prime ideal P ⊂ M . As A is a Marot ring, we can
pick a regular element y ∈M−P . ShrinkingM , we may assume thatM is minimal
over (P, y). Assume for the moment that the following two assertions hold.
(1) M 6=M2.
(2) Every regular prime ideal Q ⊂M is contained in M2.
By (1) we can pick a regular element pi ∈ M −M2. From (2) we get that every
regular radical ideal except M is contained in M2. Then M = piA because A is an
SP-ring. Let s ∈ P be a regular element and write sA as a product of radical ideals
sA = H1 · · ·Hm. So the prime ideal P contains some (invertible) ideal Hi := H .
From H ⊆ P ⊂ M = piA, we get succesively: H = piJ for some invertible ideal
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J ⊆ M , J2 ⊆ piJ ⊆ H , J ⊆ √H = H = piJ , J = piJ . Since J is invertible, we get
the contradiction piA = A. It remains to prove (1) and (2).
Proof of (1). As A is an SP-ring, it follows that (P, y) and (P, y2) are products
of radical ideals, hence (P, y) and (P, y2) are powers of M , because M is minimal
over (P, y). Then M 6= M2, otherwise we get (P, y) = M = (P, y2) which leads to
a contradiction after moding out by P , because y /∈ P .
Proof of (2). Assume, to the contrary, there exists a regular prime ideal Q ⊂M
such that Q 6⊆ M2. Pick a regular element z ∈ M − Q. As A is an SP-ring,
it follows that (Q, z2) is a product of radical ideals, so (Q, z2) is a radical ideal,
because Q 6⊆M2. We get (Q, z2) = (Q, z) which gives a contradiction after moding
out by Q.

Recall that a regular-Noetherian ring is a ring whose regular ideals are finitely
generated. By [4, Theorem 17], a regular-Noetherian N-ring is Dedekind. Thus we
get:
Corollary 2.7. The regular-Noetherian SP-rings are exactly the Dedekind rings.
We prepare the way for giving an extension of [9, Theorem 2.1] to SP-rings (see
Theorem 2.12). Basically we adapt the ideas from the proof of [9, Theorem 2.1] to
Marot rings.
Lemma 2.8. Let A be an N-ring and I a regular ideal of A. Then I is radical iff
I 6⊆M2 for each maximal ideal M . In particular, if I is a radical ideal, then every
ideal containing I is also radical.
Proof. Let ∆ be the set of maximal ideals containing I. By [5, Theorem 6.1], I
is radical iff IA(M) is radical for each M ∈ ∆. Fix M ∈ ∆ and set B = A(M).
Since M is regular and A is an N-ring, B is a discrete rank one Manis valuation
ring. Hence IB is a radical ideal iff IB = MB iff IB 6⊆ M2B iff I 6⊆ M2, because
M2B ∩ A =M2. 
Lemma 2.9. Let A be an N-ring and I a regular ideal such that (IA(M))
−1 =
I−1A(M) for each maximal idealM containing I. Then I is invertible (hence finitely
generated).
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that II−1 is contained in some maximal ideal M
of A; so I ⊆ M . As A is an N-ring, IA(M) = xA(M) for some regular element
x ∈ I. Using our assumption, we get MA(M) ⊇ II−1A(M) = IA(M)(IA(M))−1 =
xA(M)x
−1A(M) = A(M), a contradiction. 
Let A be a ring, E a nonempty subset of A and n ≥ 1. Denote by Vn(E) the set
{P ∈ Spec(A) | E ⊆ Pn}. Note that when A is an N-ring and E contains a regular
element, we have Vn(E) = {M ∈Max(A) | E ⊆ Mn}. Clearly, Vn+1(E) ⊆ Vn(E).
In particular, V1(E) is the usual Zariski closed set V (E).
Lemma 2.10. Let A be a ring and I a proper ideal of A such that V (I) ⊆Max(A)
and for every M ∈ V (I) all powers of M are distinct. The following are equivalent.
(a) I is a product of radical ideals.
(b) I is a product J1J2 · · · Jn of radical ideals with J1 ⊆ J2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jn.
(c) The following three conditions hold
(1) IAM is a power of MAM for each M ∈ V (I),
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(2) Vn(I) is closed in Spec(A) for each n ≥ 1,
(3) Vn(I) is empty for n big enough.
Proof. (a)⇒ (c). We have I = J1 · · ·Js with each Ji a proper radical ideal. Let n
be an integer between 1 and s and pick M ∈ V (I). Since Ji is radical, I ⊆ Ji and
V (I) ⊆ Max(A), it follows that JiAM = MAM (resp. JiAM = AM ) if Ji ⊆ M
(resp. Ji 6⊆ M). So (1) holds. Moreover IAM = J1 · · · JsAM = M tAM where t is
the number of indices i between 1 and s such that Ji ⊆M . Note thatM ∈ Vn(I) iff
I ⊆Mn iff IAM ⊆ MnAM , because MnAM ∩ A = Mn. So M ∈ Vn(I) iff Ji ⊆ M
for at least n indices i iffM contains the ideal H = ∩1≤k1<...<kn≤s(Jk1 + · · ·+Jkn).
Thus Vn(I) = V (H). It is clear that Vs+1(I) is empty.
(c) ⇒ (b). Let n be the greateast integer ≥ 1 such that Vn(I) is nonempty.
For each integer k between 1 and n, let Jk be the unique radical ideal of A such
that V (Jk) = Vk(I). Since V1(I) ⊇ · · · ⊇ Vn(I), we get I ⊆ J1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jn. Set
H = J1 · · · Jn. Let M ∈ V (I). Since every Ji is a radical ideal containing I, we
see that HAM = J1 · · · JnAM = MkAM where k is the greatest index i between 1
and n such that Ji ⊆ M . It follows that M ∈ V (Jk) = Vk(I) and M /∈ V (Jk+1) =
Vk+1(I), in other words, I ⊆ Mk and I 6⊆ Mk+1. Consequently, IAM = MkAM .
When M is a maximal ideal not containing I, we get IAM = HAM = AM . Thus
we verified locally that I = H . The implication (b)⇒ (a) is clear. 
Corollary 2.11. If A is a ring and (Iα)α a family of proper ideals of A such that
each Iα satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 2.10, then so does
∑
α Iα.
Proof. The ideal H =
∑
α Iα satisfies part (c) of Lemma 2.10, because Vn(H) =
∩αVn(Iα). 
The following theorem extends [9, Theorem 2.1] to SP-rings. Recall that every
SP-ring is an N-ring, cf. Theorem 2.6.
Theorem 2.12. For an N-ring A, the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) A is an SP-ring.
(ii) Every regular maximal ideal contains some regular finitely generated radical
ideal.
(iii) The radical of a regular finitely generated ideal is finitely generated.
(iv) For every x ∈ Reg(A), xA is a product of radical ideals.
(v) For every x ∈ Reg(A) and n ≥ 1, the set Vn(x) is closed in Spec(A) and
Vm(x) is empty for some m ≥ 1.
(vi) For every regular proper ideal I and n ≥ 1, the set Vn(I) is closed in Spec(A)
and Vm(I) is empty for some m ≥ 1.
(vii) Every regular proper ideal I can be factorized as I = J1J2 · · ·Jn with radical
ideals J1 ⊆ J2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jn.
(viii) Every regular proper ideal I can be factorized uniquely as I = J1J2 · · · Jn
with radical ideals J1 ⊆ J2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jn.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Let M be a regular maximal ideal, pick x ∈ M ∩ Reg(A) and
write as a product J1J2 · · · Jn of radical ideals, cf. (i). Then each Ji is invertible
(hence finitely generated) and M contains one of them.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Let I be a regular finitely generated ideal and M a maximal ideal
containing I. By (ii), there exists some regular finitely generated radical ideal C
contained in M . By Lemma 2.8, J1 = I + C is a radical ideal. Since I ⊆ J1 are
finitely generated ideals (hence invertible), we obtain I = J1B1 for some invertible
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ideal B1. We repeat this argument until we get I = J1 · · ·JnBn with each Ji an
invertible radical ideal contained in M and Bn is an ideal not contained in M .
This can be done because J1 · · · Jn ⊆ MnA(M) and the intersection ∩kMkA(M)
consists of zero-divisors, cf. [6, Theorem 2]. Since each Ji is invertible and radical,
H = J1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jn is a finitely generated radical ideal. We get
√
I = H ∩√Bn ⊆ H
and
√
IA(M) = HA(M), because Bn 6⊆ M . We have (
√
IA(M))
−1 = (HA(M))
−1 =
H−1A(M) ⊆ (
√
I)−1A(M) ⊆ (
√
IA(M))
−1, so (
√
IA(M))
−1 = (
√
I)−1A(M). By
Lemma 2.9,
√
I is finitely generated.
(iii)⇒ (iv). Deny. Let x ∈ Reg(A) such that I = xA is not a product of radical
ideals. By (iii), J1 =
√
I is finitely generated hence invertible. Since I ⊆ J1, it
follows that I = J1B1 for some invertible ideal B1 6= A. We repeat this argument
to write I = J1J2B2 with J2 =
√
B1 and some invertible ideal B2 6= A. Since J1
is finitely generated, we get Jk1 ⊆ I ⊆ J2 for some k ≥ 1, so J1 ⊆ J2 because J2 is
radical. Since I is not a product of radical ideals, this process continues indefinitely
to produce an infinite increasing sequence of proper radical ideals J1 ⊆ J2 ⊆ ...
such that I ⊆ J1 · · ·Jn for each n ≥ 1. If M is a maximal ideal containing ∪nJn,
then I ⊆ ∩nMnA(M) which is a contradiction because the intersection ∩nMnA(M)
consists of zero-divisors, cf. [6, Theorem 2].
The equivalencies (iv) ⇔ (v) and (vi) ⇔ (vii) follow from Lemma 2.10. Also
(v) ⇔ (vi) follows from Lemma 2.10 and Corollary 2.11 (note that every regular
ideal satisfies (c1) of Lemma 2.10 because A is an N-ring).
(vii) ⇒ (viii). Let I be a regular proper ideal having two factorizations I =
J1J2 · · · Jn = H1H2 · · ·Hm with radical ideals J1 ⊆ J2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jn and H1 ⊆ H2 ⊆
· · · ⊆ Hm. We get
√
I = J1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jn = J1 and similarly
√
I = H1, hence J1 = H1.
By [4, Theorem 15], regular ideal J1 = H1 is cancellable, so J2 · · ·Jn = H2 · · ·Hm
and we complete by induction. The implication (viii)⇒ (i) is clear. 
Recall that a Pru¨fer ring is a ring whose regular finitely generated ideals are
invertible (see [4]).
Remark 2.13. Let A be a ring. By [6, Theorem 3], A is an N-ring iff (α) A is Pru¨fer
ring with regular primes maximal and (β) no regular maximal ideal is idempotent.
As in the domain case (see [9, Corollary 2.2]), the following two assertions can be
added to the list of equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.12.
(ii′) A satisfies (α) and condition (ii) of Theorem 2.12.
(iv′) A satisfies (α) and condition (iv) of Theorem 2.12.
Indeed, assuming (ii′), it suffices to prove that (β) holds. Deny, so let M be an
idempotent regular maximal ideal of A. By (ii) of Theorem 2.12, M contains some
regular radical finitely generated ideal I. We get IAM = MAM = M
2AM =
(IAM )
2, so Nakayama’s Lemma gives IAM = 0, a contradiction. Finally, to see
that (iv′) implies (ii′), let M be a maximal ideal of A containing a regular element
r. By (iv′), rA is a product of radical invertible (hence finitely generated) ideals,
so M (being prime) contains one of the factors.
We end this section by giving two corollaries of Theorem 2.12. We recall the
following well-known fact:
Lemma 2.14. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, f ∈ K[X ]− {0}, pi ∈ K[X ]
an irreducible polynomial and k ≥ 1 an integer. Then pik divides f iff pi divides
f, f ′, ..., f (k−1), where f (j) is the jth derivative of f .
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Corollary 2.15. Let A be a von Neuman regular ring containing Q. Then A[X ]
is an SP-ring.
Proof. By [5, Theorem 7.5], B = A[X ] is a Marot ring. By [1, Theorem 6], B is
an almost multiplication ring (see definition recalled before Theorem 3.3), so B is
an N-ring, cf. [6, Theorem 6]. We show that B satisfies condition (v) in Theorem
2.12. Let f ∈ Reg(B). Since A is von Neuman regular, the content of f equals eA
for some idempotent e ∈ A, hence e = 1 because f is regular. Let N ∈ Max(B).
Then N = (M, g) for some M ∈ Max(A) and g ∈ B which is irreducible modulo
M . As M =M2, we get Nk = (M, gk) for each k ≥ 1. Since the content of f is A,
the image of f in (A/M)[X ] is nonzero, so f 6∈ Nn+1, in other words, Vn+1(f) = ∅,
where n is the degree of f . Now let k be an integer between 1 and n. Since Q ⊆ A,
it follows that K = A/M is a field of characteristic zero. If h ∈ A[X ], denote its
image in K[X ] by h¯. Then f ∈ Nk iff g¯k divides f¯ iff g¯ divides f¯ , f ′, ..., f (k−1),
where f (j) is the jth derivative of f , cf. Lemma 2.14. Thus Vk(f) is the closed set
V (f, f ′, ..., f (k−1)).

Corollary 2.16. Let B be the direct product of some family of rings (Ai)i∈I . Then
B is an SP-ring iff all the Ai’s are SP-rings and at most finitely many of them are
not total quotient rings.
Proof. (⇒) It is easy to see that all the Ai’s are SP-rings. Assume, to the contrary,
that infinitely many of them are not total quotient rings. Considering a direct
factor of B, we may assume that I = N and no Ai is a total quotient ring. In
each Ai select a regular nonunit element ai and set x = (a1, a
2
2, a
3
3, ...) ∈ B. Then√
xB = ∪n≥1ynB where yn = (a⌈1/n⌉1 , a⌈2/n⌉2 , a⌈3/n⌉3 , ...). Since ynB ⊂ yn+1B for
each n ≥ 1, it follows that √xB is not finitely generated, a contradiction cf. part
(iii) of Theorem 2.12. (⇐) We combine the following two facts: (1) a direct product
of total quotient rings is a total quotient ring hence an SP-ring; (2) a direct product
of finitely many SP-rings is an SP-ring. 
3. SSP-rings
Call a ring A a strongly SP-ring (SSP-ring) if every ideal is a product of rad-
ical ideals. Clearly, SSP-domains are exactly SP-domains and every SSP-ring is
an SP-ring. A von Neuman regular ring has all ideals radical, so it is a trivial
example of SSP-ring. A ZPI ring (i.e. a ring whose proper ideals are products
of prime ideals, see [7, page 205]) is another example of an SSP-ring. The ring
B = Z2[x, y]/(x
2, xy, y2) is zero-dimensional (hence an SP-ring) but not SSP be-
cause Spec(B) = {(x, y)B} and xB is not a power of (x, y)B.
Proposition 3.1. Let A and B be rings.
(a) If A is an SSP-ring, then every factor ring (resp. fraction ring) of A is SSP.
(b) If A is an SP-ring and H a regular ideal of A, then A/H is an SSP-ring.
(c) A×B is an SSP-ring iff A and B are SSP-rings.
Proof. The assertions (a) and (c) are easy to check. (b). Assume that A be an
SP-ring and H a regular proper ideal of A. Let I ⊇ H be an ideal of A. Then I is a
regular ideal, so I = J1 · · ·Jn with each Ji a radical ideal, because A is an SP-ring.
We get I/H = (J1/H) · · · (Jn/H) with each Ji/H a radical ideal. 
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Recall that a ring R is a special primary ring if Spec(R) = {M} and each proper
ideal of R is a power of M .
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a local SSP-ring with maximal ideal M . If A is a one-
dimensional domain (resp. a zero-dimensional ring), then A is a discrete rank one
valuation domain (resp. a special primary ring).
Proof. It suffices to remark that M is the only nonzero radical ideal (resp. radical
ideal) of A. 
Recall that an almost multiplication ring is a ring whose localizations at its
prime ideals are discrete rank one valuation domains or special primary rings. The
following result is an analogue of Theorem 2.6 (the proof being rather similar).
Theorem 3.3. If A is an SSP-ring, then A is an almost multiplication ring.
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of A. By Proposition 3.1, AM is an SSP-ring,
hence we may assume that A is local with maximal ideal M . By Lemma 3.2, it
suffices to show that A has no other nonzero prime ideal exceptM . Deny, so assume
that A has a nonzero prime ideal P ⊂M . Pick an element y ∈M − P . Shrinking
M , we may assume that M is minimal over (P, y). Assume for the moment that
the following two assertions hold.
(1) M 6=M2.
(2) Every prime ideal Q ⊂M is contained in M2.
By (1) we can pick an element pi ∈M−M2. From (2) we get that every radical ideal
except M is contained in M2. Then M = piA because A is an SSP-ring. Let s ∈ P
be a nonzero element and write sA as a product of radical ideals H1 · · ·Hm. As P
is prime, it contains some Hi. From P ⊂ M = piA, we get succesively: Hi = piJ
for some ideal J ⊆ M , J2 ⊆ Hi, J ⊆
√
Hi = Hi, J = piJ = Hi = piHi. Combining
the equalities sA = H1 · · ·Hm and Hi = piHi, we get sA = pisA, so s(1 − pit) = 0
for some t ∈ A. Since 1 − pit is a unit, we have s = 0 which is a contradiction. It
remains to prove (1) and (2).
Proof of (1). As A is an SSP-ring, y ∈ M − P and M is minimal over (P, y), it
follows that (P, y) and (P, y2) are powers of M . Then M 6= M2, otherwise we get
(P, y) =M = (P, y2) which leads to a contradiction after moding out by P .
Proof of (2). Deny. So there exists a prime ideal Q ⊂ M such that Q 6⊆ M2.
Pick an element z ∈ M − Q. As A is an SSP-ring, it follows that (Q, z2) is a
product of radical ideals, so (Q, z2) is a radical ideal, because Q 6⊆ M2. We get
(Q, z2) = (Q, z) which gives a contradiction after moding out by Q.

The SSP-ring with finitely many minimal prime ideals are easy to describe.
Corollary 3.4. For a ring A, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) A is an SSP-ring which has only finitely many minimal prime ideals,
(b) A is an SSP-ring whose minimal prime ideals are finitely generated,
(c) A is a finite direct product of special primary rings and SP-domains.
Proof. (a) ⇔ (b) follows from Theorem 3.3 and [1, Theorem 5]. (c) ⇒ (a) follows
from part (c) of Proposition 3.1. (a)⇒ (c). By Theorem 3.3 and [1, Theorem 5], A
is a finite direct product of special primary rings and (almost Dedekind) domains.
Apply part (c) of Proposition 3.1. 
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We extend the well-known fact that Noetherian SP-domains are exactly Dedekind
domains.
Corollary 3.5. A ring A is a Noetherian SSP-ring iff A is a ZPI-ring.
Proof. (⇒) By Theorem 3.3, A is a Noetherian almost multiplication ring, hence
a ZPI-ring, cf. [8, Theorem 13]. (⇐) A ZPI-ring is Noetherian (cf. [7, Theorem
9.10]) and an SSP-ring. 
Recall that an A-module E is a multiplication module if for each submodule F
of E, F = IE for some ideal I of A.
Proposition 3.6. If A is a von Neuman regular ring and E a multiplication A-
module, then A(+)E is an SSP ring.
Proof. Denote A(+)E by B. As A is von Neuman regular, every ideal of A is
radical, so radical ideals of B have the form I ⊕ E with I an ideal of A, cf. [2,
Theorem 3.2]. By [2, Theorem 3.3], every ideal of B is homogeneous. Indeed, if
a ∈ A, we have a = a(ab) for some b ∈ A (because A is von Neuman regular), so
aE = abE. Let H be a (homogeneous) ideal of B. As E is a multiplication module,
H = I⊕JE for some ideals I and J of A such that IE ⊆ JE. Changing J by I+J ,
we may assume that I ⊆ J . As A is von Neuman regular, we have I = IJ . Now
I ⊕E and J ⊕E are radical ideals and (I ⊕E)(J ⊕E) = IJ ⊕ (I + J)E = H . 
By Theorem 3.3, an SSP ring is an almost multiplication ring. Our last result
characterizes the SSP property among a particular class of almost multiplication
rings. For a module E, we denote by Supp(E) its support.
Theorem 3.7. Let A be a ring whose localizations at the maximal ideals are discrete
rank one valuation domains (hence A is an almost multiplication ring). Then A is
an SSP-ring iff for every ideal I of A the following two conditions hold
(1) for each n ≥ 1, Vn(I)∩Supp(I) is closed in the induced topology of Supp(I),
(2) Vn(I) ∩ Supp(I) is empty for n big enough.
Proof. (⇒) Let I be an ideal of A. We may assume that 0 6= I 6= A. Write I
as a product of proper radical ideals J1 · · ·Js. Let n be an integer between 1 and
s and pick M ∈ V (I) ∩ Supp(I). We have I ⊆ Mn iff IAM ⊆ MnAM , because
MnAM ∩A =Mn. Note that JiAM is a radical ideal of AM and MAM is the only
proper nonzero radical ideal of AM . So IAM = J1 · · ·JsAM =M tAM where t is the
number of indices i between 1 and s such that Ji ⊆M . So M ∈ Vn(I)∩Supp(I) iff
Ji ⊆M for at least n indices i. Therefore Vn(I)∩Supp(I) = V (H)∩Supp(I) where
H is the ideal ∩1≤k1<...<kn≤s(Jk1+ · · ·+Jkn). It is also clear that Vs+1(I)∩Supp(I)
is empty.
(⇐) Let I be a proper ideal of A. As A is reduced, we may assume I 6= 0. Let
n be the greateast integer ≥ 1 such that Vn(I) ∩ Supp(I) is nonempty. For each
integer i between 2 and n, let Hi be an ideal of A such that V (Hi) ∩ Supp(I) =
Vi(I) ∩ Supp(I). Note that V (I + Hi) ∩ Supp(I) = V (I) ∩ V (Hi) ∩ Supp(I) =
V (I) ∩ Vi(I) ∩ Supp(I) = Vi(I) ∩ Supp(I). Changing Hi by
√
I +Hi, we may
assume that each Hi is a radical ideal containing I. We set H1 =
√
I. We check
locally that I = H1 · · ·Hn. Let M ∈ Max(A). We examine the cases: (1) M 6⊇ I,
(2) M ∈ V (I) − Supp(I), (3) M ∈ V (I) ∩ Supp(I). In case (1) we have IAM =
AM = (H1 · · ·Hn)AM because every Hi contains I. In case (2) we have IAM = 0 =
(H1 · · ·Hn)AM , because AM is a domain so H1AM =
√
IAM = 0. Assume that we
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are in case (3). We have IAM 6= 0, so IAM =MkAM for some k ≥ 1 because AM
is a discrete rank one valuation domain. Hence I ⊆ Mk and I 6⊆ Mk+1, that is,
M ∈ Vk(I)− Vk+1(I). We have Hi ⊆M iff HiAM =MAM (since Hi is radical) iff
i ≤ k. Consequently, IAM =MkAM = (H1 · · ·Hn)AM . 
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